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ABSTRACT 
We present two proofs of the sine theorem for a simplex and derive a well- 
known majorization of its volume in terms of its faces. We apply this to obtain 
some other volume and determinant majorizations. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The aim of this paper is to present a self-contained elementary proof 
of a well-known majorization of the volume of a simplex in terms of its 
facets [9]. We also show some applications. The main ingredients in the 
proof are the sine theorem for a simplex and an inequality of Fejes-Tbth. 
The sine theorem was rediscovered several times (e.g. in [l-3]) in different 
forms with rather involved proofs. We give two simple proofs, and for the 
sake of completness we include a proof of the Fejes-T&h inequality as well. 
Substantial improvements of the Hadamard inequality are new. 
One of the known proofs of the main inequality (Theorem 3) was given 
by L. Yang and J. Zh. Zhang and follows from a very general inequality 
(see PI). 
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This paper is dedicated to the 100th anniversary of Hadamard’s in- 
equality [4]. 
2. THE SINE THEOREM 
Now we shall present two proofs of the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1 (Sine theorem for simplices). Let S be un n-dimensional 
simplex in R” with vertices AC,, Al,. :. , A, (i.e., S = (Ao, Al,. . . , A,)), 
with volume V, and let Si = (Ao, . . , Ai,. . , An) be its facet which lies in 
a plane ri and whose volume [or (n - l)-dimensional content] is Vi, i = 
O,l,..., n. Let 0 be any internal point in S, and e’, = ?$ the unit “out- 
ward” normal vector to nIT,; and let Ei = (0, Bo, B1, . . . , Bi, . . , B,), Wi = 
vol Ei, i = 0, 1, . . , n. Then 
Vo.“Vt_1WiVi+l..‘Vn = 
(nV)“- ’ 
n!(n - l)!’ 
i=O,l,..., 12. (*) 
First Proof [ 11. First note that for n = 2 this formula is the well- 
known triangle rule ab(siny)/2 = bc(sin cr)/2 = ca(sinP)/2 = F. Let A, = 
(,G) . . > a$)) and Bi = (bf’, . , bc)), i = 0, 1, . . , n. Let E = UF= OEi. 
‘I?deA E is also an n-simplex, and since clearly int Ei n int Ej = 8 for 
i # j, we have W = volE = ~~=“=, Wi. As is known V = (l/n!)]D] and 
W = (l/n!)]A], where 
D= 
and 
A= 
(O) 
a1 
. . . aLo) 1 
.(;2) . . ($1 1 
b(O) . . &‘) 1 
1 
bp) . . . b:) 1 
By the same token we get 
v, = 
An-1 
(n - l)!A,..&..A, ’ 
or 
A An-’ 
’ = (n:l)! jAo&.An ’ 
Since I&‘, = (l/n!)jAil, from (1) and (2) we get 
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Now, since 15 is orthogonal to rrTTi for all i, it follows that 
*EP DC”) . . 
AlI AU -zT 1 
*_v=L ; ; 
. 
n! 
Et!* 
DC”) 
A,, A,, ” e 1 
D(O) . . @’ A, 
1 
1 
= 
. n!AsAr . . . A,, > 
@“’ . . op”’ A, 
where II(j) . 1s the cofactor of the entry .!‘I m the determinant D, and Aj 
is the coLfactor of the entry 1 in the jtd row of the determinant A. By 
standard manipulations with determinants it follows easily that 
v= 
An 
n!AoAl . . . A, . (1) 
(2) 
vo~..v~-rW~v~+r~~~vn = 
A0 . . . Ai_rAiAi+r’.. n A A@- r)n 
n![(n - l)!ln(AaAr . . A,)n 
1 An n-1 
= 
n![(n - I)!]” AoAr . ’ . A, 
= ,!I(,’ q!ln(n!V)n-l = :;‘“rt. 
Let us comment only that usually the n-space angle $i at the vertex 
Ai of the simplex S is defined by 4i = arcsin(n!Wi), i.e. by sin & = 
n!W,,i=O,l,..., 72. 
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Second Proof. It is enough to prove (*) for i = 0, i.e. 
W()V~...V, = 
(nV)” - ’ 
n!(n - l)! ’ 
Let ?;i := AoA,, i = 1, . . , 12, I&j = i;, . iij (scalar product), and l? = (aij) 
the Gram determinant. Since (TL!V)~ = det r, [(n - l)!&]’ = det (akl)k,l +i 
= Mi (the principal minors of diagonal entries of I’) and (n!Ws)2 = det E 
= det (eij), e,j = e’i . Zj, the above equality is easily seen to be equivalent 
to 
(detI’)n-l = MiMz...M,detE. (**) 
To prove (**), let A = [al,. . .,&I (if& is the jth column). Then l? 
= AAT and det I = (det A)2. Starting with the well-known formula for the 
inverse of any n x n (regular) matrix A 
A adj A = (det A) I, (3) 
we see that the jth rows $j = (Ajl, . . . , Aj,) of adj A form a basis biorthog- 
onal to the basis given by the columns a’i of the matrix A. The length ][6j]] 
of gj is given by ]]6j]]” = CL=, A;k. Then Z’ = 6j/]]6j]], and Zj .Zi = 0 for 
i # j. Note also that ]]&I]” ’ 1s equal to the jth principal minor Mj of the 
matrix AAT. From (3) it follows immediately that 
det adj A = (det A)” - ‘. (4 
Let B = (Zl,... , Zn) be the row matrix. Then 
2 
det E = det (BBT) = (det B)2 = fi ll6jll-’ det adjA 
j=l 
?I 71 
= n My1(detA)2(n-1) = n M;i(detr)n-l, 
j=l j=l 
and (w) follows. 
REMARK. adj A is in fact the matrix A”- ‘A associated to A on the 
space An- ’ R" of (n - 1)-vectors. By iterating (4) we get the general 
Sylvester-Franke formula (see 2.7.2 in [7]) 
det(A’A) = (detA)(T-t), 
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or equivalently 
det(A’A.A”-‘A) = (detA)(y). 
THEOREM 2 (L. Fejes-T&h [5]). Let S = (Ao, Al,. , A,) be an n- 
simplex of volume V inscribed in a sphere C of radius R. Then 
v < ,\icn+ l)n+lR,, 
n. nn 
The equality occurs iff S is regular. 
Proof. Induction on n. For n = 2 it is a well-known triangle inequality 
F < i &R2. Suppose the claim is valid in dimension n - 1, and let 0 
be the center of C, d, the distance of 0 from the plane ri spanned by 
the sphere C n xi, 
Rf = R2 - df and 
Si = (A0 )...j Ai_l,Ai+l y..., A,), R, the radius of 
and h, the altitude of S from the vertex Ai. Then 
h, < R + d,, and hence 
V = ;V,h, 5 ;V,(R + dJ, 
where Vi = vol, _ i S,. By the inductive assumption 
Kl (@:I)! li (n_n;;n-lR:i-l~ 
and hence 
(5) 
Now by the AG inequality, denoting z = (n + l)/(n - l), we have 
(xR- xd$-l(R+ di)n+l 
xn-1 
(7) 
(n - l)(zR - xdi) + (n + l)(R + d,) 2n 
2n 
J(n-l)n-l(n+l)n+lR~, 
nn 
84 
This together with (7) implies the inductive step. 
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3. VOLUME MAJORIZATIONS 
THEOREM 3 [9, 6, 81. Let S = (A,,,Al,. . . ,A,) be an n-simplex with 
volume V, and let Vi be the (n - 1)-dimensional content of the facet Si = 
(A0 ,..., & ,..., A,), i=O ,..., n. Then 
The equality occurs iff S is a regular simplex. 
Proof By multiplying all relations (*) for i = 0, 1, . . . , n and using the 
AG inequality, we have (with notation W = En=0 Wi) 
V n+l = ~[,n!(n-1!!,~+‘(~~~)~(~~Wi)]“‘~-” 
I 1 [nj(n-l)!]“+l( Jj &)n[(n+l)W]“+l 1’(n-1). @fl 
[ 2=0 1 
Since W is the volume of the simplex inscribed in a sphere of radius 1, the 
claim follows easily from the previous theorem. ??
From this theorem we have several corollaries. 
COROLLARY 1 [9]. Let S = (Ao, Al,. . . , An) be an n-simplex with 
volume V, and let dij = IAi Aj( be the distances between its vertices. Then 
The inequality occurs iff S is a regular simplex. 
Proof It follows easily from Theorem 3 by falling induction on dimen- 
sion. ??
COROLLARY 2 (Isoperimetric inequality for simplices [S]). With the 
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same notation as in Theorem 3, let F = Cr=“=, V, be the total area of S. 
Fn v”-I > ; n3n(n + 1)n+l. 
Equality occurs iff S is a regular simplex. 
Proof It follows directly from Theorem 3, using the AG inequality for 
the V%‘s. ??
For any vector 3: = (21,. . . ,x,) of positive components zi > 0, and for 
any r E R U {ho}, let A41T](~) be the rth mean, i.e. 
kq:) = ;t- 2 x; ( ) 
l/T 
) 
2=1 
[so, for example, IV-“](:) = min{rcl, . , z,}, M[ol(:) = lim,, 0 M[‘l(rc) 
= 11/x1x2 . x, = geometric mean, ML’] (CC) = (l/n) En= 1 xi = arithmetic 
mean, kPl(:) = max{zl, . . . ,z,}]. 
COROLLARY 3. With the same notation as in Theorem 3 and Corollary 
1, for any r, 0 5 r 5 03, we have 
The equality occurs iff S is regular 
Proof. This is simply because the means are monotone, i.e. 
COROLLARY 4. Let S and 5” be two n-simplices with volumes V and 
V’ and with facet areas V. 5 VI < .. 5 V, and Vi < V{ < , . 5 VA 
respectively. Then for any r, 0 5 r 5 00, 
(Vv’y--1 5 “!yyl [Mqvov;, . . ,v,q]” 
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Proof. It follows from Theorem 3 and the Chebysheff inequality 
Ml’l(:)Ml’l(y) I &l(g), where (~3) = (ziyi, . . . , WA). _ 
REMARK. For n = 2, considering two triangles with sides a, b, c and 
a’, b’, c’ and areas F and F’ respectively, we know (or deduce from Theorem 
3) that 4F I &(abc)2/3 and 4F’ < &(a’b’c’)2/3 and hence, by multiplying 
the two, 
16FF’ 5 3(abca’b’c’)2/3, 
which is exactly the inequality in Corollary 4 for n = 2 and T = 0. On the 
other hand the so-called Neuberg-Pedoe inequality holds (cf. [S]): 
16FF’ 5 c a2(b’2 + c’~ - a’2). 
Sometimes the first inequality is better than the second one and vice versa. 
In any case we have 
3vw, xa2(b’2 + d2 - a’2) . 
Therefore the above inequality can be regarded in some sense as an n-space 
analog of the Neuberg-Pedoe inequality. The other (direct) analog is given 
by [lo]; see [8, p. 5351. 
COROLLARY 5. Let P be a simplicial polyhedron in R” consisting of 
pn-simplices Si with codimension 2 intersections, i.e., i # j 3 dim($ n 
Sj)<n-2. LetVi=volSi;Fi bethetotalareaofSi,i=1,2,...,p; V= 
volP = CT= r Vi; F = Cf= 1 Fi. Then 
P 
rI 
v*n- l < 
[J 
n! F n 
- 
i=l n3n(n + l)n+l P 0 
Proof Both inequalities follow from the isoperimetric inequality and 
the AG inequality. ??
COROLLARY 6. Let P be a simplicial convex n-polytope whose ith facet 
has edges of lengthsdci, i= 1,2 ,..., fn_l(P), p,q= 1,2 ,..., n. Let0 
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be any point in (the interior ofl P, and hi the distance from 0 to the ith 
facet. Then the volume V(P) of P can be majorized as follows: 
where h,,, = maXi hi, d,,, = maxi,p,q{d$J}, and diamP = 
maxx,yep d(X,Y) is the diameter of P. 
Proof. This follows simply from the fact that nV(P) is the sum of 
products of hi with the (n - 1)-content of the ith facet, combined with 
Corollary 1. 
4. DETERMINANT INEQUALITIES 
From the first proof of the sine theorem, since the volume V 
plex S = (Ao,Al, . . . ,An) is given by V = IDl/n!, the famous 
inequality is equivalent to 
??
of the sim- 
Hadamard 
where dij = IAiAjj, and by multiplying all these inequalities for j = 
0, 1, . . ) n we get 
2/(n + 1) 
Corollary 1, however, has an additional factor dw, and hence can 
be regarded as an improvement of the Hadamard inequality. In any case 
for determinant D we have 
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COROLLARY 7. 
with equality iff for all i < j, all the sums under the square root are equal. 
??
On the other hand, as in the second proof of the sine theorem, if we 
put Zi = m, i = 1,2,. . . , n, then the following holds. 
COROLLARY 8. For any basis &, . . , fin of R” and aij := & . tij we have 
det(aij) 5 G [ (fi aii) Jj 
i=l l<i<j<n 
(Uii + ajj - 2&j)] 2’(n+1’, 
with equality iff all = a22 = . . ’ = arm = a2 and a,j = a2/2 for all i # J’. 
Proof By Corollary 1 we have 
= ?$i fi jA,,Ai14/(~+l) 
i=l 
nfl = -,,,[(fpf) n 
i=l l<z<j<n 
j&ii,2]2’cn+1) 
n+l 
= F[(fiUii) r]: 
i=l l<i<j<n 
(U~i+a~l-2~~~)]2”njl’ 
Again as in the second proof of the sine theorem, if a’~, . . . , ii, form a basis B 
of Rn, aq = & . Zj, and the unit outward vectors Zl, . . . , Z,, with Zi . iij = 0 
for i # j and e,j = Zi . ii” = cos 4ij (i.e., &, . . . , Zn form an equally oriented 
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basis as B), then the formula (**) says 
[det(a,j)]n-l = [ det(wh, 1~ I ] ... [Wakl)k,l+n] det(eij). (* * *) 
Since det(ei,) = (n!lV~)~ and n!Wc is the volume of the parallelepiped 
spanned by Zi, , e’,, clearly det(eij) < 1. The obtained inequality coin- 
cides with II 4.4.6(8) in [7], but, again by Corollary 1, we can do better. 
Namely, 
det(eij) = (n!~,,)~ 5 
= z&i n Ip,B,l”l(n+l) 
l<z<j<n 
= Kg n I& _ q4l(n+l) 
l<z<j<n 
= “’ n [2(1 _ eij)]2i(n+1) 
1<2<j<n 
= (n + 1)4-n/@+ 1) n (1 _ eJl(n+ 1). 
l<z<j<n 
Now, 
can be majorized in a number of ways. First of all, this product can be 
written in many forms. For example, 
n (1 - e%j) = n (1 - cos &) = n (1 + cos btj) = n 2 cos2 g 
2 ’ 
L<j i<j a<3 z<j 
where S,, = i(L(B\{&}),L(B\{G~})) = 7-r - & are dihedral angles of 
the simplex S = (Ao, A,, . , A,) spanned by a’i = Ax, i = 1,2,. . . , n, 
around the vertex A”. So we get [writing again det (akl)k. 1~ i = Mt,, i = 
1,2,...,n]: 
COROLLARY 9. With the above notation, 
[det(wi.j)jn-l 5 (n + 1) .4-n’(n+‘) MlMz ..’ Mn n(l +cos??~~)~‘(~+~). 
2c.l 
90 
On the other hand, from (* * *) and Corollary 8 we get 
det(eij) in terms of the original matrix (aij) as follows. 
COROLLARY 10. 
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a sharp bound for 
1 
MIMz ... M, 
1 
an - l)/(n + 1) 
, 
with equality iff aii = a2, aij = a2/2,i # j. 
As a final inequality, if we put in Theorem 3 (TI!V)~ = det(aij), [(n 
-1)!&12 = det (akl)k,l+i = Mi, i = 1,2,. . ,n, and [(n - 1)!Vo12 = det[(Zl 
-&).(dl -?&)I = det (all +arcl -al,+ -all)rc,l#l, we get (of course, instead 
of index 1, any other index can be singled out): 
COROLLARY 11. 
[ det(aij)] n-1 5 (n ‘,tl”-’ 
x [M1M2 ... Mn det(all + alcl - alk - all)]n’(n+l), 
with equality iff aii = a2, a,j = a2/2, i # j. 
Finally, all the inequalities hold for any (real, regular) symmetric and 
positive definite square matrix, i.e. for those matrices all whose principal 
minors have positive determinants, or equivalently all whose eigenvalues 
are positive. 
To conclude, let us say that perhaps sharper bounds may be obtained 
using [ll], but we shall not consider that here. 
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